
Dear Year 5 families,  

 

We hope you are well and keeping safe and busy at home. Mrs Goode and I are really looking 

forward to seeing you soon. We are so impressed with how hard you are working at home and trying 

to complete lots of the online learning we have provided for you. Lots of you are doing so well on 

the Education City games and activities. Keep up the hard work!  

 

Keep safe & smiling, 

 

Mrs Gledhill, Mrs Goode & the Year 5 team. 
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Writing Tasks 

 

This week’s tasks are based on a visual text from the Literacy shed. You will need to watch the link 

below in order to complete some of this week’s writing and reading tasks.  

https://www.literacyshed.com/oktapodi.html 

 

Writing Task 1: Retell the story of Oktapodi including a flashback. (Example: For the flashback, 

perhaps the Octopus wakes up in the truck and a flashback takes place remembering the tank but 

you could think of your own if you wish) 

When retelling the story try to use as many of the descriptive techniques that are listed below: 

• Similes/metaphors/personification 

• Expanded noun phrases 

• Alliteration 

• Excellent vocabulary choices (use an on-line thesaurus if you do not have one at home) 

• Relative clauses (who, that, which, when) using commas as parenthesis 

• Tension (especially in the middle part of the story) use of short sentences in groups of 3’s 

will help to build up the tension followed by longer sentences. 

• Complex sentences using subordinate clauses (I SAW A WABUB) 

Please find the ISPACE and subordinate clauses wheel as a download for you to refer to if you 

need it. It has been included on other weeks writing tasks on our handy hint’s pages too. 

 

Writing Task 2: Write a dialogue between the two octopi when the orange octopus saves the pink 

octopus and escapes the truck. 

Before you write your dialogue between the two octopi, you may wish to mind map how the two 

characters are feeling at this point in the story and what they may be saying about the truck driver. 

 

Writing Task 3 – Research your favourite sea creature and write a non-chronological report. 

In order to complete this task, you will need to follow the following steps: 

1. Decide on the sea creature that you would like to research 

2. Research the animal, finding out about its appearance, diet, habitat, special features/facts 

about the sea creature you have chosen. You may also wish to include a labelled picture of 

your sea creature. When you are completing the research part of your non-chronological 

report, remember to make notes as you go along. 

3. Organise your notes under the sub-headings. You can use the example text and the 

PowerPoint to help you do this.  

4. Finally, write up your non-chronological report in best.  

I have attached a PowerPoint that you can follow in order to help you organise your research notes 

into a non-chronological report about your chosen animal.  I have also included an example of what 

your non-chronological report could look like (See ‘Sharks’) 

 

https://www.literacyshed.com/oktapodi.html


 

Reading activities  

Please continue to read at least 3 times per week in addition to these activities. Do not forget Year 5 

that alongside the book you are reading you got also read magazines, joke books, poetry, comic 

strips etc.  

Reading Activity 1: Complete the reading comprehensions. Once you have finished you can check 

your answers.  

Reading Activity 2: Using your predicting skills, imagine that this story continues. What do you think 

will happen next to the Octopi? Where do you think they may end up? What will happen to the man 

in the van who was chasing after them?  

Reading Activity 3:  Write an alternative ending to the Octopi story. Which one do you prefer and 

why? 

 

GPS  

Complete the 5 GPS games and activities on Education City 

 

Grammar Hammer  

Please complete grammar hammer skills check 7. (Don’t forget to download the answers once you 

have finished) 

Spellings 

Please find ‘Spring Spelling Test 9’. Remember to write 10 sentences using each spelling word 

correctly and to practise them using look, cover, write, check to help you learn them. You may wish 

to use other spoodle methods to help you learn them, such as writing the word big then small, 

writing the word in a pyramid or even splitting up the words into segments.  

e.g.  

Segment = seg-ment 

Or  

S 

Se 

Seg 

Segm 

Segme 

Segmen 

Segment  



Maths: White Rose Online Learning 

St James’s recommends that pupils complete the daily online White Rose 

maths lessons. These cover the Summer Term maths topics that you would be 

learning at school.  

You don’t have to do one a day OR complete the lesson on the date shown. It 

is important that you complete the lessons in the order shown as each lesson 

builds on the previous day’s learning. Whenever you start, begin at Summer 

Term – Week 1 (W/C/ 20th April) for the special course.  

The previous links for weeks 1 & 2 can be ignored.  

https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-5/ 

Before each lesson, make sure you have something to write on and with. You 

may want to print out the lesson worksheets. Don’t worry if you don’t have a 

printer, have the worksheet on the screen and answer the questions on a piece 

of paper.  

https://www.st-james.dudley.sch.uk/wh-rose-worksheets  

On the White Rose site, there is a video which begins flashback 4. The first slide 

recaps the previous days learning and the lessons then carry on. After the 

video you can have a go at the worksheets. 

If you have any questions about White Rose or the lessons on offer, please 

email info@st-james.dudley.sch.uk and someone will get back to you as soon 

as possible.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-5/
https://www.st-james.dudley.sch.uk/wh-rose-worksheets
mailto:info@st-james.dudley.sch.uk


Art 

This week in art we are focussing on our drawing skills. The link below will show you a step by step 

guide to drawing a superhero. First, watch the link and have a go at drawing the picture of the 

superhero. Once you have finished, you can colour it in and have a go at creating a different 

superhero design of your own. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N63NSfdjqwE 

Challenge: Have a go at drawing your own comic strip using your own superhero design.  

 

 

Topic 

This week, we are introducing our new topic for the Summer Term Anglo - Saxons. There is a 

PowerPoint which you can download from the Year 5 area to look at. As you work through the 

PowerPoint you may wish to make some notes as this will help you with the activities. In addition to 

this, you may wish to do some extra research about the Anglo - Saxons and the invasions to help you 

give some extra detail on your activity sheet. The sheet will show you exactly what you need to do.  

Activity 1 – Complete the Scots and Anglo-Saxon Sheet using the information from the PowerPoint 

and any other information you have found.  

Activity 2 - The second sheet has a map on it. You will need to label on the map the 7 kingdoms that 

the Anglo - Saxons divided Britain into. If you haven’t got a printer you could draw your own map 

and label the 7 kingdoms that way.  You can refer to the PowerPoint for this activity.  

Activity 3 - Look at the character analysis sheet. In order to complete this activity you will need to 

choose either Vortigern, Hengest or Horsa and you will need to draw a picture of what you think 

they would have looked like and introduce yourself as the character in the first person.  

 

For extra information you could also watch this video clip link below. This will give you more 

information about the Anglo Saxons and has some quiz questions that you could answer as you go 

along.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zp-MTR-fcAA 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N63NSfdjqwE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zp-MTR-fcAA


PSHE  

Over the last few weeks, we have been looking at the 5 ways of wellbeing. They are: 

1. Connect 

2. Be active 

3. Take notice 

4. Learn 

5. Give 

As we have all spent so much time and without our extended families and friends during lockdown, I thought it 

would be nice to look at the first point of wellbeing (connect) this week. I would like you to spend some time 

writing a letter to someone close to you who you have missed during lockdown. In the letter, you could tell 

them what you have been up to, what you have enjoyed about staying at home, what you have missed, funny 

stories that may have happened, nice things that you have done with your family etc. You may even wish (if 

you are able to) to make a little present to give them to. This could be a painted stone that you have found on 

your daily walk, family handprints, a picture etc. I have included some ideas below.  

 

 

 

Science  

In Science this week we will be learning about Solids, liquids and gases. There is a PowerPoint for you to look 

through and answer some of the questions with your family. You may wish to make notes as you go through 

the PowerPoint.  

Once you have looked through the PowerPoint, there are two worksheets for you to complete.  

Activity 1 – You will need to fill in the blanks to make the statements about solids, liquids and gases correct. 

Once you have completed this, you will need to draw the particles in a solid, liquid and gas to show how the 

particles are set. Use the PowerPoint to help you if you.  

Activity 2 – On this sheet there are lots of items. You will need to decide whether the item is a solid, liquid 

or gas. For example, water = liquid, book = solid etc. 

 


